
DATES, TIMES AND FEES ** Note New End Times 

2024 Dates - April 20 & 21 
TIMES - Headquarters Opens at 12 pm, Friday April 

19 Saturday Fishing 6 am to 7 pm 
Sunday Fishing 6 am to 3 pm **(NEW END TIME) 

The Check-In Station will close 15 minutes after fishing ends each day. 
FEES - If you register before April 1st the fee is $15, after April 1st the fee is $20 

 
 

CAMPERS IN THE PARK - PLEASE READ THIS!! 
Camping is allowed in the park free of charge but the following rules apply: 

1) The only fires allowed in the park proper are those in the standing BBQ fixtures. The park proper is the area 
of the park to the right as you drive into the park. 

2) In the park proper, driving on the land is not allowed. 
3) Except for bringing in a fish, no parking is allowed in the parking area next to Trout Derby HQ. 
4) Camping is not permitted until after 6am on Friday, April 19th, and is only for people fishing in the Derby. 
5) 11 pm until morning is to be quiet time and loud parties and other noisy activities are to be discontinued at 

11 pm. 

 

 

FOOD 
Please note that the Chicken Barbecue price has been raised due to rising food costs. 

Food will be served from Friday at 12 pm until we close. On Saturday, food will be served 5 am until 6 pm 
and Sunday from 5 am until 2 pm. There will also be a Chicken Barbecue on Saturday. The price is $15.00. 
The barbecue is very popular and we usually sell out Saturday morning so if you pre-register and you want 
the barbecue, it is best to buy it then. 

 

THE COMMUNITY FISH 

In 2004 we added the Community Fish. The total value of the Community Fish is determined by selling 
chanc- es at one dollar a chance. When the fish is caught the individual who caught the fish gets 1/2 of the 
value. He or she then draws one of the tickets from the group and the individual whose ticket was drawn 
gets the other half of the total value of the fish. If the fish is not caught at the end of the Derby, we will draw 
one of the tick- ets and the individual drawn will get one half of the value of the fish. Last year, the 
Community Fish was worth $5557.00. 

 

WHAT KIND OF TROUT DO WE STOCK?? 

Each year people ask why we don’t have more of a certain type of fish (Rainbow, Brown, Brook, etc.). This is 
something we have no control over. We get what the hatchery happens to have at that time. 

 


